
Flip Over / See Back Side

Enlarged View

Widen Gap / Pull Out

Important Points

Valley (inward) Fold

Mountain (outward) Fold

Guide Line
Annotations Key

Fold bottom corners into center crease,
then crease and unfold.

Fold bottom up so flat edge is level 
with top of creases from Step 9.
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Unfold the paper completely
and flip it over.

Align bottom corner with center
and fold along crease from Step 4.

Fold left and right corners in
along creases from Step 2.

Flip the paper over.
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Red Pikmin – Body

Fold in half both ways,
lining up corners and creasing.

Fold in left and right corners,
lining edges up with center crease.

Flip the paper over. Fold bottom tip 
over to center and crease.
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Suggested Paper Size: 20 x 20 cm

Fold along with this video guide! https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM]

https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM
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Fold up bottom along central
horizontal crease, then flip the paper

over and rotate 180 degrees.

Slide a finger under the right flap,
pull out corner, then fold along crease,

lining edge up with center crease.

Repeat the same process
on the other side.

Fold the bottom tip,
but not the flap behind it,

up to be level with crease on back.

(Rear View)

Fold left and right corners in, 
lining outer edges up with inner 

creases shown, crease and unfold.

On front flap, reverse creases made in
Step 18 to face outward, not inward.

Tuck left and right corners
behind front flap as shown.

Flip the paper over. Fold right corner across 
along line shown.
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Slide a finger into the front-right flap and pull out. 
Pinch at point shown and fold down at an angle…
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Repeat the same process
on the other side.
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…then fold as shown.
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Fold panel in half along dotted line,
so outer edge and inner angle align.

Fold this panel in half along
the dotted line, similar to Step 22.

Fold corner down
from point shown.

Fold corner down from
point shown, similar to Step 26.

Fold the left and right edges in
to make the arms thinner.

Fold panel's right tip in as shown,
so crease aligns with crease behind it.

Fold panel's left tip in as shown,
similar to Step 23.

Flip the paper over.

Fold panel's top tip down 
from point shown.

Fold panel's top tip down from
point shown, similar to Step 24.

Fold bottom inner corners outward
as shown to form the feet.

You're done!

Fold left-hand corner along the line
between the two points.

Make a thin fold on the right side
from point shown.

Make a thin fold on the side from
point shown, similar to Step 25.

Fold in along the lines shown
to make legs thinner.



Red Pikmin Assembly

You're done!Use the same size paper for head and body.
Apply glue to point shown and attach head to body.
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Flip Over / See Back Side

Enlarged View

Widen Gap / Pull Out

Important Points

Valley (inward) Fold

Mountain (outward) Fold

Guide Line
Annotations Key

Fold bottom corners into center crease,
then crease and unfold.

Fold bottom up so flat edge is level 
with top of creases from Step 9.

Unfold the paper completely
and flip it over.

Align bottom corner with center
and fold along crease from Step 4.

Fold left and right corners in
along creases from Step 2.

Flip the paper over.

Yellow Pikmin – Body

Fold in half both ways,
lining up corners and creasing.

Fold in left and right corners,
lining edges up with center crease.

Flip the paper over. Fold bottom tip 
over to center and crease.

Suggested Paper Size: 20 x 20 cm

Fold along with this video guide! https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM

https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM
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Fold up bottom along central
horizontal crease, then flip the paper

over and rotate 180 degrees.

Slide a finger under the right flap,
pull out corner, then fold along crease,

lining edge up with center crease.

Repeat the same process
on the other side.

Fold the bottom tip,
but not the flap behind it,

up to be level with crease on back.

Fold left and right corners in, 
lining outer edges up with inner 

creases shown, crease and unfold.

On front flap, reverse creases made in
Step 18 to face outward, not inward.

Tuck left and right corners
behind front flap as shown.

Flip the paper over. Fold right corner across 
along line shown.

Slide a finger into the front-right flap and pull out. 
Pinch at point shown and fold down at an angle…

Repeat the same process
on the other side.

…then fold as shown.
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Fold panel in half along dotted line,
so outer edge and inner angle align.

Fold this panel in half along
the dotted line, similar to Step 22.

Fold corner down
from point shown.

Fold corner down from
point shown, similar to Step 26.

Fold the left and right edges in
to make the arms thinner.

Fold panel's right tip in as shown,
so crease aligns with crease behind it.

Fold panel's left tip in as shown,
similar to Step 23.

Flip the paper over.

Fold panel's top tip down 
from point shown.

Fold panel's top tip down from
point shown, similar to Step 24.

Fold bottom inner corners outward
as shown to form the feet.

You're done!

Fold left-hand corner along the line
between the two points.

Make a thin fold on the right side
from point shown.

Make a thin fold on the side from
point shown, similar to Step 25.

Fold in along the lines shown
to make legs thinner.
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Flip Over / See Back Side

Enlarged View

Widen Gap / Pull Out

Important Points

Valley (inward) Fold

Mountain (outward) Fold

Guide Line
Annotations Key

Fold bottom corners into center crease,
then crease and unfold.

Fold bottom up so flat edge is level 
with top of creases from Step 9.

Unfold the paper completely
and flip it over.

Align bottom corner with center
and fold along crease from Step 4.

Fold left and right corners in
along creases from Step 2.

Flip the paper over.

Blue Pikmin – Body

Fold in half both ways,
lining up corners and creasing.

Fold in left and right corners,
lining edges up with center crease.

Flip the paper over. Fold bottom tip 
over to center and crease.

Suggested Paper Size: 20 x 20 cm

Fold along with this video guide! https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM

https://youtu.be/X6pZM-kwZZM
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Fold up bottom along central
horizontal crease, then flip the paper

over and rotate 180 degrees.

Slide a finger under the right flap,
pull out corner, then fold along crease,

lining edge up with center crease.

Repeat the same process
on the other side.

Fold the bottom tip,
but not the flap behind it,

up to be level with crease on back.

Fold left and right corners in, 
lining outer edges up with inner 

creases shown, crease and unfold.

On front flap, reverse creases made in
Step 18 to face outward, not inward.

Tuck left and right corners
behind front flap as shown.

Flip the paper over. Fold right corner across 
along line shown.

Slide a finger into the front-right flap and pull out. 
Pinch at point shown and fold down at an angle…

Repeat the same process
on the other side.

…then fold as shown.
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Fold panel in half along dotted line,
so outer edge and inner angle align.

Fold this panel in half along
the dotted line, similar to Step 22.

Fold corner down
from point shown.

Fold corner down from
point shown, similar to Step 26.

Fold the left and right edges in
to make the arms thinner.

Fold panel's right tip in as shown,
so crease aligns with crease behind it.

Fold panel's left tip in as shown,
similar to Step 23.

Flip the paper over.

Fold panel's top tip down 
from point shown.

Fold panel's top tip down from
point shown, similar to Step 24.

Fold bottom inner corners outward
as shown to form the feet.

You're done!

Fold left-hand corner along the line
between the two points.

Make a thin fold on the right side
from point shown.

Make a thin fold on the side from
point shown, similar to Step 25.

Fold in along the lines shown
to make legs thinner.
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